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Annotation software

The arrow works exactly like a cursor on a PC, if you keep your finger/stylus on the screen for 3 
seconds this replicates right mouse click.

Click Text box then tap on the screen, now you can enter text from your PC or drop onto the 
screen the interactive keyboard, you can alter the font, font size, alignment etc. from the bottom 
of the screen.

The pencil icon this brings up a drop down box with a variety of writing tools.

This icon allows us to draw on the slide and then move separate parts of the drawing.

This icon allows us to annotate onto the screen using a paintbrush effect.

In the pencil drop down box you can highlight by hand particular areas on the screen.

In the pencil drop down box you can select the “recognise shapes pen” and then draw shapes on 
the board.

The rainbow icon makes each stroke a different colour.
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Annotation software

You can now link shapes to each other using this icon, however you must drag from centre 
of shape to centre of shape.

This icon now allows us to fill shapes with different colours changing the colours from the 
options at the bottom of the screen.

This icon allows us to erase any part of the page by hand.

This icon allows us to erase whole areas of the page.

In the pencil drop down box you can highlight by hand particular areas.

or with this icon highlight whole areas.

NB:   With all the annotation icons, when you click on the icon options will appear on the 
bottom left hand corner to allow you to change the settings for that annotation. 

This is the crop tool - drag across an area to crop it.

This icon allows us to detail crop an area.

The arrows allow us to change between pages.

Extend slide down and Extend slide right makes the board longer or wider.

Click on this icon and a calculator will drop onto the screen.

Click on this icon and an Interactive keyboard will drop onto the screen.
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Annotation software

This icon allows us to record the screen activities.

The globe icon will take us straight to our pre-set hyperlink:
To change the hyperlink go to; Tools/Options/System/Preferred hyperlink -  
delete the www.CleverLynx.com and insert your preferred website.

 

This is the flow chart icon - click on this, drag in a shape double click on a shape you can now 
add text into the shape.

This icon removes the tabs from  the left or replaces them.

Click on this icon and now once you touch the screen you will automatically right mouse click.

This icon magnifies the view.
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Annotation software

Preparation mode is the setting that allows us to prepare our
lesson prior to delivery.

Split screen mode splits the screen and allows 2 users on the screen 
at 1 time, you can change the annotation colour, thickness of line etc. 
from the bottom of each section of the split screen.

Deliver lesson; this brings into play all activities you have
pre-set in preparation mode.

The full screen icon brings up the whole screen with 
annotation icons down the right hand side.

Remote tool takes us to the PC desk top and leaves a floating toolbar 
that allows us to perform the following:

Use the numbers one to six to link to webpages or documents.

The drop down box gives us the options of Preperation Mode, Split Screen Mode, and Deliver 
Lesson.
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Annotation software

This takes you back to Preperation Mode.

The Pencil tool icon allows annotation of whatever is open on the desktop.

Camera tool icon will screen capture any part of the desktop and allow you to save it 
or if you click cancel will automatically save it to CleverLynx.

Globe icon will take you directly to the saved hyperlink.

Calculator icon will drop in a calculator to your desktop.

Keyboard icon will drop a keyboard onto the desktop.

This icon will insert a new page into CleverLynx.

Thie mouse icon allows you to use the mouse as right click.

This icon gives us access to screen captures.

The curtain draws a curtain across the slide  in different directions - left to right and 
top to bottom.

The search light puts a spot on the screen to highlight an area underneath the slide.

To ensure your PC has the most up to date version of CleverLynx click on Help/Check for updates


